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of posited being. This is the opposite of something independent
and the meaning of its existence is simply that it annuls itself 3 and is
a moment in the process. The natural world is relative, it is appear-
ance ; i.e.) it is this not only for us but implicitly, and it belongs to
its quality or character to pass over and return into the ultimate Idea."
There is great truth in the saying that ^the seen is the unreal,
while the unseen is the real;" and science seems now to have admitted
the correctness of this view. Philosophers of eminence like Berkeley,
Taine, J. S. Mill, Baine, say that bodies have no real existence, and our
own minds under illusion have transformed them into substances.
cc Exterior perception is a pure hallucination," (says Taine); cc spiri-
tual essences are the only real," says Lossius; " outside spirit there
is no reality/' says Bradley.
Such. are some of the philosophical aspects of the problem of the
universe. But the truths of philosophy must not be confounded
with the truths of sense-experience. These last belong to a lower
plane of thought, and have a validity of their own on that plane.
What Bishop Berkeley has said m this connection may here be
usefully referred to. To the question what becomes of the sun, moon
and stars, of houses, rivers, mountains, trees, stones, nay even of our
own bodies, if all things that exist, exist only in the mind and are
purely notional, his answer is thatc{ by the principles premised, we are
not deprived of any thing in Nature. Whatever we see, feel, hear or
anywise conceive or understand remains as secure as ever, and is
as real as ever» There is a rerum natum and the distinction between
realities and chimeras retains its full force."
Or, as the ASvaitin might put it, so long as we are not able to give
np what we call our individual egohood as connected with our physi-
cal personality, so long as we view this question with." the eyes of the
flesh," the external world, whether as a world of appearances only
or as having an independent existence, continues to be valid to our
limited capacities. Our practical life is one thing and philosophical
and spiritual enlightenment, another. The Eleatics and the Post-
Platonic sceptics of ancient times, and Berkeley, Hnnxe, Fichte
and others, of the modem period, did not cease cc to live, breathe
and feel," because their philosophic sense told them that the world
was a figment.

